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NEUTRON SCATTERING METHODS
FOR MATERLALS SCIENCE

ROGER PYNN, Manuel Lujan, Jr. Neutron Scattering Center, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Ala.mos, NM 87545

ABSTRA~

This article describes some of the neutron scattering techniques which can be used to

probe structures of materials on length scales which range from less than 1 A to I ~m. The

intent is to remove the veils of secrecy and mystery which have apparently prevented the

wide application of these techniques to problems in materials science.

As a probe of materials, neuuon scattering suffers from a number of important

limitations: it is expensive, non-portable, and signal-limited. Quite clearly, the mc!hod

should not be used unless it provides information which cannot be obtained by other means.

Fomnately the technique offers some unique advantages, 1[ is non-destructive, uble to give

suuctural information abou[ bulk samples which cannot be penetrated by x-mys or elec[rons,

md well-ma[chcd to ‘he length scales which arc important in the study of materials.

Although all ne~zon scmtering experiments are conceptually similar, the inherendy

low flux avu.ilable from neutron sources means that neutron spcctromcms have [o be

carefully optimised for particular purposes. The same instrumcm cannot be used 10 measure

residual strain, polymer confommtions and surface roughness, for example. For this reason, u

vcrimble zoo of distinctly different neutron spcctromctcrs has been developed since the

technique was first used folty yearn ago. Rather than txy 10describe each species in the zoo. I

shall restrict this article to a consickration of those specmomc[ers which we most useful for

materiuls science, defined in its na.rmwcst sense. For this reason, 1 shall no[ describe

spectrometers which measure neutron inelastic sca[tcring, even though [his is tin areti in

which neutrons have made seminal conrnbutions to solid-state physics. Readers interested it~

a perspective which is broader than that provided here should consult earlier review pupers

[1,2] and books 13,4].

Conceptually, neuwon elastic scattering is a simple technique: u well-collim;l[cd tX;IIII

of neutrons of aknown wavelength, A, is allowed [o irnpingc on a specimen dnd the sc;lttcrcll

neumms are ctetectcd as a functiorl of the angle , 20. through which Ihcir trnjecmry has hccn

deviated, With this amngemcnt, structure on a length scale of about h/$inO is probed. I“hlf
.
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Figure 1, Theprobe-wave view ofneuumscmering. Theingoing andoulgoing neurmnwavcs, eacho(

wavelcngrh ~~u~~n, selup a prolx wave of wavelcngti ~0~ . The probe wmwlcnglh dccremcswiti

increasingscmcring angle, Xl, anddcue.asing~euuon. The neutronwavelcngti and tic .suucnng angle m’

chosenso tia[ ~~ is roughly equal m tic Icnglhscale to be probed.

and about 20 A, while e is between 0,5° and 90°, Smrctures of materials mtiy thus be

examined routinely by ncuuon scattering on length scales which vmy between f), I ~ :im!

1000 A. This range extends all the way from interatomic co microstructur:~l distances,

The neutrons used in scattering experiments ,WCobtained either from nucletir rc:lc[tm

or from so-culled spallation sources where neutrons are produced by bomtmrding iI he:~vy

metal mrget with energetic pro[ons [3]. The techniques used for neutron scuucring
/

experiments al these two sources differ because the neutron spectra differ rodit:illy (Figure

2), At a rmcror, neutrons are produced continuously with a Maxwelliim wuvclcngth

spectrum, At u spallation source, on [he other hiind, neutrons arc produurd in shon

(c 1(X) ~sec) bursts, [wenty to fifty times per second, with a spectmm which exmds to

shorter wavelengths than the reactor Maxwclliun, At a rewxor it is necessary m SCICCI;I \II1.111

band o’” wavelengths from the neutron spectn.rm in order to define the wilv~l~t~g[h o! [Iw

ncuwons ‘which impirlge upon the sample, Such n~onochmmutisil[ ion nuiy hc ;lv~~ided ill

\pillli\[i(~n sources by nlei~suring the time i~[which cil~h s~ilttcrcd neutron is dCICCICd. SIIILL”

[Iw [imc ilt which every neumon pulse s[iuts from ils source is known, [he vcknmi[y (It ;I

AcIcL’Icd ncutrm m:Iy he ~~ll~uliltcd fronl u knowledge of its [irnc-ol-tlighl ;)IId [hc dis[illl(’(’

bclwccn source illld detector, “Ilc neutron velocily is directly rcklml 10 its w:lvclcny[h h} II:(’

rclil[ion A = Mtnv, where II is Pl,mk’s ~t)t]stiint, v [hc ncu[ron vel(xl[~ :~ml m IIS III:ISS.

Ncumms ilrc USC(I more ctllcicn~ly il[ spilll;ltiorl sourucs Itlil[l :1[ rf~;l(.[t}is. 1lo\VC\L’1,

:tw lwl) types 0! source tire cilhcr Cl~Ui Vill Cnl w c“t)rlll)l CrllClllil~ t“nm IIw c.xpcrilncnll’r’s 1~1~1111

()!” view. !J\tlilll~, simil;lr di~~ti[l]ily hc olmintxi ;N either sore-c, :Ilth(mgi] [hcrr ilrc iI I’t-it

t.il~~~ ill whit-h (NIC(m [he olhcr is superior.
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Figure 2. Reactorand spattat.ionneutronsourcesare useddifferendy [or ncuuon smlenng. The ncwon

spectrumfrom a reacfor is cominuoussobeamsmustbemoncxhromaoxt(M) before impinging on the

scaueringsample(S) in a diffmctirm expcrimerw The saucring mglc, 20, is scanned[o obiain a dif(raclmn

pauem, The pulsesrruct.urcof neutronWuns from spalhwionsourcesallows the time.offligh~ of ctac. Lcd

neuuons (D) to be measuredand usedm cktcrminc mutron v:avelength,thescannedvarioblc in his CXW.

Smell angle neutron scattering (or SANS) is by far [hc most popular neutron

sumenng technique in the rnamials community, With this method, structures on length

scales between 10 A nnd 1~ A in materials as diverse IIS polymers, ceramics, memls LIIICI

composites have been studied [4,6] with a dismncc resolution of ubout 10%, For such

experiments, a position-sensitive neutron detector covering ~n ma of nlXNI~ ‘ m2 is PIJCCL~

directly behind the sample at a distance between 4 m am-l 40 m (Figure 3). “ITe spa[i:d

resolution of the detector is usually between 3 mm mid 10 mm.
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Figure 3, A schematicdiagramof a SANS spwonwtcr. The multiple apemre “pepper-pot” collimator

prrxlucesscvem SIX4S over a largeareaof thesamplebut givesmly a single spotaI thedcmxor (lrcmomright d’

figure). The numberson theskeIchof t.twcollimator arc distancesfrom the neulron sourcein mctrcs.

The first SANS spcctmmetcrs were built 20 years ago in Germany and France, They

proved so popular, however, chat they were cloned at most neutron scattering cemcrs,

including those in the United States, In contrast to reactors, where experiments at scveml

sample-detector separations arc required to access a wide range of length scales, spallmion

sources prm idc SANS spectrometers which can probe structures between 10A and IO(X) A
simultaneously. On the other hand, [he better reactor spectrometers am able to meitsure

situc[urcs larger than IO(X) A: at the Institute Lctue-Langevin in Grenoble, France, leng[h

SCUICSof IO,(M) A or I ~m can be accusscd, for example, TIIUS the choice of instrument

depends on the problcrn, For studies of composite materials, for example, where one is

interested in both the surface structure (length scale -10 A) rnd the confonrmtion (leng~h

scak -lWXI A) of e filler [71, a SANS instrument at a spallation source is probably most

suitable. For studies of large objects, such as heavy polymers, reactor instruments may be

preferable.

Most samples of interest to materials scientists scatter neutrons strongly at small

~ngles. For typical experiments wit4 such materials only about 100 mm~ of sample is



needed, generally in the form of a sheet approximately 1 mm thick. Liquid samples, such as

colloids, rnicroemulsions or polymers in solution can be ccntained in standard qumz cells

which scatter weakly and add very little backgrmnd. Measuremen~ of strong scatterers take

an hour or less at most national user facilities. To simplify studies of multiple samples, many

SANS instmments are quipped with automatic sample changers which can be loaded wi[h a

dozen or more samples and whose rperaaon is controlled by the same computer (hat handles

data acquisition. Sample changers generally operate at room temperature and pressure, but

facilities are often available which allow variable temperature and the application of modest

magnetic fields for single samples. Pressure cells suitable for SANS and capable of a few

tenths of a GPa and sheer cells which achieve 15000 see-! are available at some facilities but

arc not yet common.

Although not necessary for many materials ;cience applications, spectrometers which

can accommodate weak scat~erers have been constructed at the National Institute for

Standards and Technology (NIST) at Gaithersb ,rg and, more recently, at the Manuel Lujan

Jr. Neutron Scattering Center (LANSCE) at La Alamos. T’hese instruments use converging

collimators composed of successively smaller “pepper-pot lids” (Figure 3). Each aligned

series of holes in tie collimator plates tmnsmits neutrons which illuminate a small area

(usually about 100 rrtm2) of the sample. The overall effect is to place several SANS

instruments with pin-hole collimators beside one another, with each “instrument” looking a[

a diffi ient sn;all mea of a large (1000 mrnz) sample. With this a.mmgement, weak scatterers

can usually be measurd.

The computers which control the acquisition and ruiucrion of SANS da~a are

becoming increasingly sophisticated, Most simple analyses, such as radial averaging of the

data to obtain the stmctum factor, S(Q), as a function of wavevector transfer, Q, can be

performed during t!!e experiment, almost as soon as the data have ken collected. Guinier

plots, absolute nonmlisation, measurement of fractal dimension and even fitting to simple

models such as scattering from moncdisperse spherical particles can usually be accomplished

during a typical one- or two-day experiment, More sophisticated analyses. such as the use O(

Nlaxirnum Entropy methods to determine panicle-size disrnbutions [8], are available tiI some

Centers.

Neutron powder diffraction provides a method for determining the amnic swucrurcs

of polycrystnlline materials, The essential difference between powder diffmctometcrs ;iml

SANS spectrometers is that the neutron detec~ors on the powder machines We plticed clmcr

10 the sample und cover a larger range of scattering angles, The range of scrltming iInglcs

allows Iypical intemtomic dismnccs between ().3 A nnd I() A m be probe,f, Although powdct’

diffractometers at reactors and spallation sources differ in appmrunce, (here is very little

difference in the potential performance of spectrormtcrs at [he twa mtrccf, ?nw(kr n:lllrrlls



fmm either typ of instrument may be analysed by the Ric~. eld technique [9], in which all of

the Bragg reflections in the pattern are fit simultaneously to determine the atomic coordinates

of the sample.

A very successful recent addition to techniques for the determination of atomic

structures has been the use of simultaneous refinement of x-ray and neutron diffraction

data [10]. Since the scattering powers of atoms for x-rays and neutrons do not vary in the

same manner amoss the periodic table, two independent diffraction patterns are obmined

when measurements are made with both types of radiation. Simultaneous refinement tends to

avoid the false minima sometimes encountered when neutron or x-ray data alone are firted

and the results are usually more accurate than can be obtained with either technique on its

own. Sophisticated software is required to accomplish refinement of multiple data sets, but is

now available [11 ]. The joint-refinement technique may be extended by making

measurements close to x-ray adsorption edges at synchrcmon radiation facilities. Since x-ray

scattering cross sections change considerably close to such edges, additional linearly

independent data sets can be obtained for Rietwld refinement. Fufihermore, site-specific

valence of the atoms in a material can be dedu~ed because the x-ray scattering depends on

valence close to atomic adsorption edges. Measurements of this son have been made

successfully with 1-2-3 superconductors both above an below their transition

temperatures [10]. Neutron diffraction measurements are an essential component for joint

refinements because they define the thermal vibration pa.m.metem, which are strongly coupled

to site occupancies in the refinement.

For most neutron powder diffraction experiments, about 5 cms of sample is adequate,

although specialised spectrometers are avai!able, albeit with iower resolution, for the

investigation of milligram specimens [ 12]. MOSI neumon scattering facilities provide variable

temperature capabilities on their powder diffractometers. High pressure (up to 0.3 GPa),

uniaxial stress and magnetic fields are also frequently available,

Powder diffractometers can be used [o measure residual strain in engineering

components made from metals, ceramics and composites [ 13], Homogeneous strain gives

rise to a shift in diffraction peaks corresponding to changes in the crystal lattice parameters,

Fine slits arc placed before and after the sample to define the volume wi[hin which neutron

difffuction occurs and the lattice parameter is measured. This guage volume is usuully u few

mm on a side bu[ may be m smull M 1 mrns, By moving the sumple on an x-y translutio[~

stuge between measurements, the guage volume may be moved through the specimen and [IIC

residual strain mapped out. Measurement of residual stmin places stringent rcquirerncn[s (III

[he ability of a pcvw~er diffractometer to determine accumte values for the interatomic

spncing corresponding to a particular Bragg peak. Most diffmctometcrs cm measure

interatomic spacings with an accurncy of 0,01% (Ad/d), but a value two or three times sm[lllrr



than this is probably required for measurements of small smins, for example in ceramics.

Such high resolution is achieved only by a few instruments.

Even tiough they are not generally able to accommoc!ate specimens as large as their

reactor counteqxvts, powder diffractometers at spallation sources offer a number of

advantages for measurements of residual strain. The natu.d scanning variable is neutron

wavelength rather than scattering angle, so the gu?ge volume remains constant during each

measurement. Ftiermore strains can be measured simultaneously in two mutually

perpendicular directions when detectors at +90° and -W scattering angles are used, Finally,

diffraction from several lattice planes is recorded during each measurement, providing

information on strain imisotropy and texture. For measurements of strain close to surfaces,

for example in shot-ptened samples or bearings, the ability to measure several sets of parallel

lattice p!anes si.multancously is probably crucial [14] bcause it allows the zero of rhe

scattering angle to be defined even when the guage volume is not entirely within the

specimen.

‘ ‘measurement of texture in bulk samples have been made using powder

d~. ...~meters at many different facilities in EItropeand the U.S. [15]. Diffraction patterns

are recorded fol several orientations of the sample and the intensities of a pwticular Bragg

peak are usd to produce a pole figure for that peak. The pole figure for a set of lattice planes

is a stereographic representation of the orientation density of the normals to these planes.

From a measurement of several pole figures, the full orientation distribution function of the

spccimcn may be deduced by using the Maximum Entropy method [8] or one of its

derivatives [16], While powder diffractometers ue generally suitable for measurement of

texture in large (several tens of cm3) sarilples, texture of small samples

may be obtained using single crystal diffractometers [17],

typically 10 mm3)

A technique for measuring the spatial distribution of strains perpendicular to iI thin,

plate-like sample has been proposed recently by Priesmeyer [ 18]. The method makes use of

u white, pulsed beam of neutrons and is therefore ideally suited to spallation sources, The

wavelength (or time of flight) spectrum of neutrons transmitted by a polycrystalline specime[l

has a sawtmth structure in which each sharp break comesponds to a Bragg edge, tha~ is to

neutrons Bragg diffract-d out of the transmitted beam (Figure 4). 11-,eseedges are well

defined [ 191 And their positions can be used to calculate the lattice spacing of nlomic planes

which are perpendicular to the neutron beam. If a position-sensi[ive neutron detector is uset!

to record the trMSrt’dIICd spectmm, a map of the lattice parameters, and hence of the strtiin,

may be obtained over an area of several hundred square millimeters with a resolution of a



millimeter or so. The measurd strain is an average value along the trajectory of the neutron

beam so the most useful results are ob=imxl when the strain dots not vary significantly in

this direction.
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Figure 4. Neutron intensity transmitted dmugh a @ycqsuMne nuuerial.

Very werttly, Priesmcycr cc al. [20] have shown that dte transmission spccrrum

dcscribcd above may bc measured wirh acceptable statistical accuracy during a single pulse

of neutrons from a high intcnsq pulsed spallation source. This development opens up the

possibility of making timedepcndent measurements of the distribution of lattice parameters

within a sample because a snapshot of the strain can taken every tenth second or so,

Ultimately, it may bc possible to probe high snain-rate proccsscs with this method.

One of the advantages of neutrons in the study of materials is that they penetrate bulk

sarnplcs easily because they are only weakly scattcrcd by maucr. For this mason, neutron

scattering is a signal-lirnitcd technique which onc would not expect 10 be applicable m

studies of inrcrfaccs, After all, there arc many fewer atoms close to the interface than in the

bulk of a sample and if the bulk scatters weakly, intcrfacial scattering ought to be negligible.

This is true in most cases. However, at sufficiently small angles of incidcncc, neutrons are

strongly rcflcctcd from almost all materials provided the interface from which they are

scattcrcd is flat and smooth, I?tis fact allows neutrons to be used to probe the structures cf

materials within a I ~m or so of their interfaces with a spatial resolution of a few Angstrcrns.



To do this, the s~ular reflectivity, R(Q), of the sufiacc is measured as a function of the

neutron wavevector transfer, Q, perpendicular to the surface (Q = 4nsin0fl where is angle

between the neumon beam and the interface). In the simplest approximation, R(G) is related

directly to the density giradknt of a material evaluated perpendicular to its interface [2 1].

Reflectorneters am a relatively new addition to neutron scattering facilities. The first

such apparatus was built at the Intense Pu!ed Neutron Source at Argonne National

Laboratory less than a decade ago to study vernca.l surfaces [22]. Subsequently, several

similar spwtrometers have been constmcted at other spallation sources ~d at reactors to

examine horizontal surfaces. Such a geometry allows liquid surfaces, Langmuir films and

surfactam layers at liquid-air or liquid-liquid interfaces to be examined. Neutron

reflectometers are to be preferred to their x-ray counterpa.tts for studies of hyd.rogenous

materials, such as polymer fdms or surfactants, and for invesrigauons of magnetic materials.

Just as in the case of powder diftlaction, it is an advantage to have both x-ray and neutron

reflection data for the same surface, because this tends to prevent artifacts in the density

profile deduced from the measurement.

To obtain acc’iuate data, the incident neutron beam of a reflectometer must be well

collimated. At pulsed sources, the angle between the incident beam and the surface to be

studied is fixed at a value between 1° and 2° and the scan of ~ is accomplished by recording

the time-of-flight of specularly reflected neutrons. Angular collimation, which is the

principal conrnbution to resolution, maybe adjusted and is generally chosen to be less than

10% (FWI-lM) of the angle of incidence. P t a reactor, the incident beam is monoch.romated

as well as collimated and the scan of Qz involves changing the angle at which neutrons

impinge on the surface under investigation. For this reason, the illurn.inawd surface

(generally several tens of cm2) changes dting a scan and the data must be correcmd

appropriately. At a pulsed source, data for all @ arc accumulmed simultaneously, whereas,

at a reactor, the Q scan is accomplished point by point. ~n the ocher hand, it is probably

possible to make measurements close to the critical angle more accumely at a reactor source.

In either implementation the factor which limits the performance of reflectometers is

background. This determines the lowest value of reflectivity which can be measured (Figure

5) and, hence, the quality of the information which can be derived from the data. The besr

reflectometers at reactors or spallation sources are cufiently able to measure reliably

reflectivitics down to about IO-6. Measurement of a complete reflection profile for a 50 cnl~

sample usually takes less than a day.
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Figure5. ‘Typicalreflectivity profile obtaind on ‘m annealed, 1500 A thick film of blcck copolymer deposited

on a silicon substrateprovided by Tom Russdt of IBM.

h addition to specular scattering, surfaces which arc not perfectly smooth reflect

rwutrons at angles which differ florn the angle of incidence. Such diffuse scattcri ng may be

used to measure the height-height correlation fi,tnction of an interface. Although such

measurements are not yet routine, they offer promise for the study of surface roughness on

length scales between I Aand 50 A [26].

If the neutron beam of a reflectometcr can be spin polarised and if suitable spin

flippers arc available, contributions to the rc!lecavity caused by variations of magnetisation

close to a surface may bc Scpamt*d from those due to variations in atomic densit y [22].

Poliz-ised neutron reflectometry has been successfully used to probe magnetic recording

materials and t ~ determhe the magnetic penetration depth of supcttonductors [231

Cold neutron radiography has been used widely to examine items as diverse M

ancient Egyptian urns, operating helicopter engines, and the wings of fighter aircraft.

Neutrons are able to penetrate substantial thicknesses of material and, if the absorption

contrast is good, provide accutate images, The examples quoted above all take advantage of

the fact that neutrons arc strongly sca;tercd by hydrogen and that materials containing this

element can bc radiographed through metallic or ceramic containers. Since the quality of

thermal I sutron radiognphy depends only on the total number of neuttms incident on the
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sample, and since monochromatisahon is not required, reactor neutron sources are the most

appropriate for this techniq’ =

A lesser known type of radiography makes use of the fact that most elements with

atomic numbers above 25 have resonances at weU defined energies in their neutron scattering

cross sections [24]. At these resonances, neutrons are strongly adsorbed, so that when a

radiograph is recorded as a function of ncutmn energy, coqortcnts of the sample which

contain different elements may be imaged. Resonances usually occur at energies of between

1 eV and 100 CV and have widths which arc on the order of 100 meV, Tine high energy of

most resonances coupled with the fact that time-of-flight analysis provides a natural method

for obtaining e~iergy-dependent neutron radiographs, implies that resonance radiography can

only bc carried out easily at spallation neutron sources. The method has applications in a

variety of areas within the nuclear industry. If required, tomography could probably be

developed with a spatial resolution less than 1 mm. Sir-? the resonances in neutron cross

sections broaden with temperature, it i~ possible to use resonance radiography for non-

invasive measurements of temperature [25]. It is quite conceivable, for exanwle, that the

temperature of turbine blades in an operating jet engine could be measured by this means.

Two neutron adsorption techniques have been used at reactors, in particulctr at the

National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIS”~), for materials testing. Neutron depth

profiling allows the concentration profi!es of elements such as hrlium, lithium and boron to

be determined in die fwst few microns below the surface of a sample. The method relies on

the detection of prompt energetic charged particles which are produced v he~l neutrons are

adsorbed by these atoms [27]. In neuuon activation analysis, the energy .md intensity c,f

prompt gamma mys which result from neutron-capture arc used to determine [he abundance

of oarticuktr elements [28]. Both of these techniques will be enhanced by the cold neutron

i’aciiities which m currently being installed tit NIST.

Neutron scattering is a technique with a wide variety of tippiications in tmteriuls

research. With the growth of natiomd ~lser facilities for neutron :;cultering in the L’niled

States the method has become wid?ly avtiiiable, The oilly limit (m its applicuti{m is the

imagintition of mweriuls scientists,
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